EXL EXPRESS SURVEY:
THE NEXT GENERATION
OF COMMERCIAL SURVEYS
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A NOVEL APPROACH
expressSurvey combines new data and technologies with
current photographs to quickly and accurately assess commercial
risk and validate coverage.

Innovation delivering value
Whether looking to identify poor risks or validate replacement cost
limits, express Survey is a superior risk management and underwriting
tool to quickly evaluate commercial risks. This innovative solution
leverages proprietary and publicly available data, aerial imagery,
current photos and risk assessment to deliver a comprehensive and
actionable survey report.
A key expressSurvey innovation is to centralize the data compilation
and analysis among highly trained, professional underwriting
technicians. This approach enables more thorough analysis on each
policy and results in exceptionally consistent and high quality surveys.

Faster turn-around time
With expressSurvey, you get results four times faster. You’ll start
receiving completed surveys within 48 hours, with an average turnaround time of only three to four days.
Taking underwriting action within the state mandated windows is
clearly a business requirement, but quicker decision-making has other
benefits. EXL’s ultra-fast cycle time improves underwriter productivity.
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Impactful results

Budget-friendly solutions

There has been much talk in recent years about “virtual”
surveys supplanting traditional inspections. While data
providers combining aerial imagery with proprietary
data is intriguing, these solutions fall short compared to
expressSurvey.

Surveys are priced an average of 40% lower than traditional
inspections. This low pricing is enabled by our innovative
integration of people, data and technology.

EXL outperforms the competition by utilizing current
photographs, updated aerial imagery, trained underwriting
technicians, and a superior quality assurance process resulting
in our clients receiving accurate and relevant information that
can be used to make impactful underwriting decisions.
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To discuss expressSurvey and your needs, please contact
us at 800.352.4767 or SurveyContact@exlservice.com
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